We present a novel end-to-end framework for facial performance capture given a monocular video of an actor's face. Our framework are comprised of 2 parts. First, to extract the information in the frames, we optimize a triplet loss to learn the embedding space which ensures the semantically closer facial expressions are closer in the embedding space and the model can be transferred to distinguish the expressions that are not presented in the training dataset. Second, the embeddings are fed into an LSTM network to learn the deformation between frames. In the experiments, we demonstrated that compared to other methods, our method can distinguish the delicate motion around lips and signi cantly reduce jitters between the tracked meshes.
INTRODUCTION
In feature lms and video games, digital characters are prominent, and it is crucial to delivering accurate facial animation since human is sensitive to delicate and slight facial motions such as compressed * Produces the permission block, and copyright information † Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). SCA'18, Paris, France lips, stretched lips, pucker and dimple. Conventional facial animation pipelines require manual correction and removing artifacts to ensure that lip and eye contours are natural, and it requires tremendous e orts when there are several hours-long footages to be processed.
In this paper, we present a transfer learning method to train an expression classi er with 23 basic expressions, and the trained model can be used to distinguish di erent expressions that do not appear in the training set with Euclidean distance. From the trained model, an expression embedding space can be constructed. For an input video footage, it can be mapped into this space and the embeddings are fed into an LSTM network, which will generate the blend shape coe cients. Our end-to-end framework takes in a 10 minutes' single view RGBD video footage [Weise et al., 2009] as training input, and after training it can process the remaining video footage at 137 FPS on our server. Figure 1 illustrates the general pipeline of our framework. Furthermore, compared to other deep-learning method proposed in [Laine et al., 2016] and [Cao et al., 2014a] , our expression embedding space can incorporate more delicate motion around eyes and lips, and our LSTM network can encode the time-related features to signi cantly reduce jitters between meshes as illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 11 .
The rest of this paper is organized as following: Section 2 introduces related works in facial expression capture eld; Section 3 de ned the architecture of our network while Section 4 describes how we choose the baseline and setup the experiment and compares the result of our design and the baseline; Section 5 sums up the whole paper.
RELATED WORK
Conventional approaches to capturing highly detailed facial expressions can be divided into two divisions. The rst one requires depth information, either from multi-view videos [Beeler et al., 2011] [Fy e et al., 2011] [Ghosh et al., 2011] or from structural light [Zhang and Huang, 2004] as Digital Emily Project proposed by [Alexander et al., 2010] .
The second kind requires no depth information but explores other information to capture the facial expression. In the productionlevel environment, marker-based techniques with manually drawn contours over the lip and eye regions on RGB image to ensure accurate lip and eye contour [Bhat et al., 2013] are widely used. However, in real-time face capture, markless techniques are more common, which rely on texture information [Thies et al., 2016] [ Romdhani and Vetter, 2005] to generate the PCA coe cients of vertices and textures. It generally requires a well-collected face dataset including meshes and textures of di erent identities and construct PCA base vectors. An energy function is designed and by minimizing it we get the best PCA coe cients. Moreover, the method proposed in [Thies et al., 2016] employs Gaussian-Newton algorithm to minimize the di erence between the input image and rendered one, which requires rendering the generated mesh and computing the derivatives of cost function respect to every PCA coe cients at each iteration. While the texture generated from PCA basis is not realistic enough, to improve this, [Saito et al., 2016] proposed a deep learning method to synthesize the texture.
Eigenfaces proposed by [Turk and Pentland, 1991] represent facial appearances as linear models and several works were proposed to extend it [Booth et al., 2016] [ Donner et al., 2006] [Matthews and Baker, 2004] . The multi-linear PCA model can be described as below:
where a id is the average shape, a alb is the average re ectance, Eid is basis of shape, E exp is basis of expression and E alb is basis of re ectance. Basically α and β are the parameters in optimization problems. Another approach to capturing the distinctive expression of an actor is designated blendshape rigs. The mesh can be described as below:
where N is number of blendshapes excluding the neutral blendshape, B 0 is the neutral expression and α is the coe cients to be applied to B i . Blendshape makes it easier for CG system to transfer the controller semantics and expression dynamics from a generic template to the target blendshape model mentioned in [Li et al., 2010] . [Schro et al., 2015] 3 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE Our network contains 2 networks. The rst one is FaceNet [Schro et al., 2015] optimized with triplet loss to perform expression verication and extract embeddings from the input video footage. The second one is an LSTM-based network which takes in a sequence of embedding vectors generated by the optimized FaceNet and attempts to learn the deformation between the embeddings as well as the mapping function between embeddings and blendshape coe cients. Our training dataset is comprised of 2 datasets. The FaceWarehouse dataset is composed of 150 persons with 23 di erent facial expressions as illustrated in Figure 2 . And the input footage is consist of 3500 frames at 30 FPS. Our target output is 51 coe cients of blendshapes, which are the combinations of di erent expression of an actor such as mouth press, mouth stretch, and mouth smile, etc. Every blendshape contains 7366 vertices and 14600 triangles.
Expression Embedding
FaceNet [Schro et al., 2015] is a popular network for face veri cation problems. It maps the face images to embedding space where Euclidean distance represents the similarity of faces as demonstrated in Figure 4 . By optimizing the triplet loss L(anchor , positi e, ne ati e), it minimizes ||anchor −positi e || 2 2 , and maximize ||anchor −ne ati e || 2 2 . Table 1 lists the detailed parameters. The goal is to ensure that in the embedding space, an image x a i (anchor ) of a speci c expression is closer to those x p i (positi e) of the same expression than those x n i (ne ati e) of di erent expression, as illustrated in Figure 5 . The Loss function L is de ned as:
where α is a margin that is enforced between positive and negative pairs and N is the cardinality of all possible triplets in training set. Figure 7: VGG-like framework [Laine et al., 2016] 
LSTM Network
After FaceNet is trained and tuned on FaceWarehouse dataset, the model is applied to infer the embedding of frames of a monocular video. We build a sequence LSTM network of length 10, the hidden state is set to 1 × 256 and each cell output 51 coe cients for corresponding blendshapes. The LSTM network architecture is shown in Figure 7 . The hidden state is sent to the next cell so that the network can learn the deformation between embeddings. To examine whether the embedding carries enough information from frames for our LSTM network, we did two experiments as shown in Figure 8 .
First, we implement the end-to-end VGG-like framework mentioned in [Laine et al., 2016] . Figure 7 shows the architecture of the network and Table 2 lists the detailed parameters.
Second, we build a deep network similar to the network proposed in [Laine et al., 2016] , feed the fully connected layer's output into LSTM network and train them together as the baseline. Furthermore, by changing the kernel size in con _a layers to 1x1, we only change the dimension in lter space. At the pre-processing step, we do not calculate the mean and variance across all training images to whiten the training set. The two networks are illustrated in Table 2 and  Table 3 . In the rst comparison experiments, we do PCA analysis on all training meshes and choose 160 basis vectors, which can Figure 9 . We sum up all squared di erence between meshes predicted by LSTM network and ground truth meshes as the loss.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Expression Embedding
We aim to train the network to extract the good features of footage images. In the experiment, we use the FaceWarehouse [Cao et al., 2014b] dataset for training as demonstrated in Figure 2 , which contains frontal images of 150 persons and each person's 23 di erent expressions. Furthermore, the semantically same expressions are labelled same thus there are 23 labels in our training set. In the training, we randomly sample the negative and positive training Figure 9 : log Loss : the blue line is the training loss of pretrained FaceNet + LSTM network, the red line is the training loss of the VGG-like network trained with LSTM network, the orange line is the network mentioned in [Laine 2017 ] [Laine et al., 2016] .
examples and feed them to the deep architecture to acquire the embeddings of those examples. In the training step, the FaceWarehouse dataset is cropped and resized into 160×160, the batch size is set to 24 and the loss became 1/125 of original loss after 375k epochs using 3 GeForce GTX 1080 cards. In the evaluation step, we generated expression embeddings from pre-trained model mentioned above and calculate the L2-norm between semantically di erent expressions. [Laine et al., 2016] , the fourth column is the result of our network.
The result inferred from evaluation dataset is shown in Figure 6 and it indicates that the L2-norm between neutral expressions is smaller than the L2-norm between the mouth-open expressions. Note that the pre-trained model is trained on FaceWarehouse dataset and evaluated on another footage, therefore, we can safely draw the conclution that the model is not over-tting although the training set contains only 3450 images.
Comparison
Since the LSTM network can capture the time-related features and reduce the jitters between meshes, we visualize the result of our network in comparison with the baseline VGG-like network. Figure 11 , Figure 12 , Figure 13 and Figure 14 are the results of 5 continuous frames in the validation video footage. The rst row shows our result while the second row shows the result of the baseline VGG-like network. [Laine 2017 ] [Laine et al., 2016] . See Figure  15 for numerical analysis Figure 12 : Neutral Expression to Mouth-Open Expression. The rst row is our result; the second row is result of VGGlike network as Figure7 described in [Laine 2017 ] [Laine et al., 2016] . See Figure 16 for numerical analysis Figure 13 : Mouth-Press-Left Expression to Compressed-Lips Expression. The rst row is our result; the second row is result of VGG-like network as Figure7 described in [Laine 2017 ] [Laine et al., 2016] Figure 14: Failure Case : Neutral Expression to Mouth-Open Expression. The rst row is our result; the second row is result of VGG-like network as Figure7 described in [Laine 2017 ] [Laine et al., 2016] As an example, Figure 11 illustrates the deformation from a neutral expression to smile expression, and notice that the baseline (second row) is almost the same within the 5 continuous frames while our result ( rst row) shows more delicate deform process in lip region and eye region, as the eye region is getting smaller when the actor is smiling.
To represent a quanti ed measurement of jitters between frames, we de ne the mean squared di erence D between frame f − 1 and frame f as described below:
where f is the frame index in the footage video and N is number of vertices of mesh. Figure 15 illustrates D of frames when the actor is changing from a neutral expression to smile expression. The baseline (VGG) shows a high peak at frame 2, which represents a sudden change in the reconstructed expression. This kind of jitters is common in the baseline's result. However, our result has a steadier D, which suggests that the reconstructed expression is changing more smoothly. Figure 16 illustrates D between frames in Figure 12 . When f = 3 the actor's mouth is open, and D {3} is supposed to be the highest value among {D {1} , D {2} , ..., D {5} }. We can notice that the baseline (VGG) is much lower than our result (LSTM+FaceNet), which indicates the expression reconstructed by the baseline has smaller motion. This veri es what we have observed in the comparison between the rst and the second row in Figure 12 . Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the comparison between our result and the result of conventional method proposed by [Cao et al., 2014a] , which generates the next frame based on the the α mentioned in Eq.1 and displacement coe cients of current frame.
Compared Figure 11 to Figure 13 , it is clear that the VGG-like network cannot distinguish the intrinsic motion around lips while ours can. Figure 14 shows a failure case, which contains 5 continuous frames from a neutral expression to mouth-open expression. The Figure 19 . The elements on diagonal have a value of zero, which is as expected. However, notice that element (2, 3) has almost the same value as element (2, 4), which suggests that the expression embedding space is not trained well as the L2-norm cannot re ect the degree of mouth-opening. This can explain the failure case in Figure 14 . Figure 10 illustrates the comparison of ground-truth, VGG-like network [Laine et al., 2016] and our result, which suggests that the VGG-like network cannot discriminate the mouth-open-like expressions such as mouth-open-right and mouth-open-left. Moreover, Figure 13 suggests that the model can be transferred to distinguish the delicate lip expressions (mouth-press-left and compressed-lips) which do not appear in the training dataset. For LSTM network, Figure 17 : Comparison : Neutral Expression to Mouth-Open Expression. The rst row is our result; the second row is result of DDE proposed by [Cao 2014 ] [Cao et al., 2014a] Figure 18: Comparison : Mouth-Press-Left Expression to Compressed-Lips Expression. The rst row is our result; the second row is result of DDE proposed by [Cao 2014 ] [Cao et al., 2014a] we claim that this network can learn the deformation between embeddings and perform more smooth result as demonstrated in Figure 11 and Figure 13 .
CONCLUSION

